WAYLUBE (ALL WEIGHTS)

MSDS Number
CBSCN

National Stock Number
9150-00-893-2511

Product Name
WAYLUBE (ALL WEIGHTS)

Manufacturer
CHAMPIONS CHOICE INC

Product Identification
Product ID: WAYLUBE (ALL WEIGHTS)
MSDS Date: 09/01/1995
FSC: 9150
NIIN: 00-893-2511
MSDS Number: CBSCN

Responsible Party
CHAMPIONS CHOICE INC
1910 E. VIA BURTON STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92806-1215
US

Emergency Phone: 800-424-9300 (CHEMTREC)
Info Phone: 714-635-4491/FAX 714-635-9716

Cage: 1N363

Contractor
CHAMPIONS CHOICE INC
ANAHEIM, CA 92806-1215
US
716-635-4491
Cage: 1N363

Ingredients
PETROLEUM HYDROCARBON
CAS: 64742-54-7
RTECS: PY8035500
Fraction By Weight: >95.0%
OSHA PEL5 MG/M3 (OIL MIST)
ACGIH TLV: 5 MG/M3 (OIL MIST)

Hazards
LD50 LC50 Mixture: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.
Routes of Entry: Inhalation: YES Skin: YES Ingestion: NO
Reports of Carcinogenicity: NTP: NO IARC: NO OSHA: NO
Health Hazards Acute and Chronic: ACUTE: INHAL: BREATH MIST CAN CAUSE IRRIT NASAL/RESP PASSAGES. EYE: CAN CAUSE MODERATE IRRIT, REDNESS, TEARING, BLURRED VISION. SKIN: PROL/REP CONTACT CAN CAUSE MODERATE IRRIT, DERM.
CHRONIC: SPECIFIC TOXICOLOGY STUDIES HAVEN'T BEEN CONDUCTED ON PROD. EYE: IRRIT, RED, TEARING. SKIN: IRRIT, DERM.
Explanation of Carcinogenicity:

PER MSDS: CARCINOGENICITY: IARC/NTP/OSHA
DO NOT LIST WAYLUBE (ALL WEIGHTS) AS CARCINOGEN.

Effects of Overexposure:

IRRITATION OF NASAL/RESPIRATORY PASSAGES.
MODERATE EYE IRRITATION, REDNESS, TEARING, BLURRED VISION. MODERATE
SKIN IRRITATION, DERMATITIS. GASTROINTESTINAL IRRITATION.
Medical Cond Aggravated by Exposure: NOT FOUND.

First Aid

First Aid:
INHAL: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. BREATHE DIFFICULT ADMIN OXY. STOP
BREATHE GIVE ART RESP. KEEP WAR/QUIET. SEEK MED ATTN. EYE: FLUSH W/LG
ATMS OF WATER, LIFTING EYELIDS. GET MED ATTN. SKIN: THOROUGHLY WAS
EXPO AREA W/SOAP/WATER. REMOVE CONTAMIN CLOTH. INGEST: DO NOT INDUCE
VOMIT. KEEP WARM/QUIET. GET MED ATTN. ASPIRATION OF MATL INTO LUNGS
DUE TO VOMIT CAN CAUSE CHEM PNEUMONITIS WHICH CAN BE FATAL. AFT 1ST
AID (SUPPLE)

Fire Fighting

Flash Point Method: COC
Flash Point: >450F, >232C
Autoignition Temp: N/FOUND
Lower Limits: N/FOUND
Upper Limits: N/FOUND
Extinguishing Media: CO2, DRY CHEMICAL, WATER SPRAY.

Fire Fighting Procedures:
TREAT AS OIL FIRE. DON'T RELEASE RUNOFF FROM FIRE CNTRL METHODS TO SEWERS/WATERSAYS. BECAUSE FIRE MAY PROD TOXI THERM DECOMP PROD WEAR SCBA W/FULL FCPiece (SUPPL)

Unusual Fire/Explosion Hazard: NOT FOUND.

Accidental Release

Spill Release Procedures:
CLEAN UP ALL SPILLS PROMPTLY. SURFACES CAN BE SLIPPERY. SM: ABSORB LIQ ON PAPER, FLOOR ABSORBENT, VERMICULITE, OTHER ABSORBENT MATL. LG: STOP @SOURCE DIKE FAR AHEAD. PUMP LIQ TO SALVAGE TK FOR LATER DISPO. DON'T RELEASE INTO SEWERS/WATERWAYS. EXCLUDE (SUPPLE)

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Handling

Handling and Storage Precautions:
ALL HAZ PRECAUT GIVEN IN MSDS MUST BE OBSERVED. CNTNR OF MATL MAY BE HAZ WHEN EMPTIED SINCE EMPTIED CNTNRS RETAIN PRODUCT RESIDUES (VAP/LIQ/SOLID).

Other Precautions:
PPE: MERG EYEWASH STATIONS, SAFETY/QUICK-DRENCH SHOWERS, WASHING FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN WORKAREA. SEPARATE CONTAMIN WORKCLOTH FROM STREET CLOTH. LAUNDER BEF RESUE. REMOVE MATL FRM SHOES, CLEAN PPE.

Exposure Controls

Respiratory Protection:
SEEK PROF ADVICE PRIOR TO RESP SELECTION/USE. FOLLOW OSHA RESP REG(29CFR1910.134). IF NECESSARY WEAR MSHA/NIOSH APPROVED RES. SELECT BASED ON SUITABILITY TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE PROTECTION FOR GIVEN CONDITIONS, LEVEL OF CONTAMIN OXY CONC.

Ventilation:
GEN/LOC EXHAU VENTI SYS TO MAINTAIN AIRBORNE CONC PELS. ITS PREFER-PREVENTS CONTAMIN DISPER INTO WORKAREA FRM SOURC

Eye Protection:
CHEM SAF GOGGLES, PROTECTIVE EYEGLASSES.

Other Protective Equipment:
APRON/CHM SUIT. CHEM PROT. BOOTS/GAUNTLET. CONTACT LENSES NOT EYE PROT DEVICES- APPROP EYE PROT INSTEAD OF/IN CONJUC W/ THEM

Work Hygienic Practices:
LAUNDER CONTAMIN CLOTH BEF REUSE. WASH HANDS BEF EATING/SMOKING.

Supplemental Safety and Health


Chemical Properties

HCC: V6
Boiling Pt: B.P. Text: >500F, >260C
Melt/Freeze Pt: M.P./F.P Text: N/ESTIMATED
Decomp Temp: Decomp Text: NP
Vapor Pres: Vapor Density: >1
Spec Gravity: pH: NA
Viscosity: N/ESTIMATED
Evaporation Rate & Reference: Solubility in Water: NEGLIGIBLE.
Appearance and Odor: LIQUID, CLEAR BROWN LIQUID, PETROLEUM ODOR.
Percent Volatiles by Volume: Corrosion Rate: NP

Stability
Stability Indicator/Materials to Avoid: YES
STRONG OXIDIZING AGENTS.
Hazardous Decomposition Products: TOXIC MATLS, CO2, CO, SULFUR OXIDES, VAR HYDROCARBON CMPs. THERM OXIDATIVE DECOMP PROD CARBON & SULFUR OXIDES, VAR HYDROCARBON

Disposal
Waste Disposal Methods: CONTACT YOUR SUPPLIER OR LICENSED CONTRACTOR FOR DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS. FOLLOW APPLICABLE FED/STATE/LOC REGS. DISPOSE OF IAW W/ ALL LOC/STATE/FED REGS. RCRA HAZ WASTE #: NOT LISTED.

Disclaimer (provided with this information by the compiling agencies):
This information is formulated for use by elements of the Department of Defense. The United States of America in no manner whatsoever, expressly or implied, warrants this information to be accurate and disclaims all liability for its use. Any person utilizing this document should seek competent professional advice to verify and assume responsibility for the suitability of this information to their particular situation.